A non-perturbative algebraic theory of lattice Boltzmann method is developed based on a symmetry of a product. It involves three steps: (i) Derivation of admissible lattices in one spatial dimension through a matching condition which imposes restricted extension of higher-order Gaussian moments, (ii) Special quasi-equilibrium distribution function found analytically in closed form on the productlattice in two and three spatial dimensions, and which proves factorization of quasi-equilibrium moments, and (iii) Algebraic method of pruning based on a one-into-one relation between groups of discrete velocities and moments. Two routes of constructing lattice Boltzmann equilibria are distinguished. Present theory includes previously known limiting and special cases of lattices, and enables automated derivation of lattice Boltzmann models from two-dimensional tables, by finding roots of one polynomial and solving a few linear systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
There were a few recent attempts [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] to construct a theory of the lattice Boltzmann (LB) method -a modern approach to fluid dynamics [8] . This is due, in the first place, because LB models currently in use are not "sufficiently" Galilean invariant (the feature that LB improved on from its predecessor, the lattice gas model, but failed to resolve completely). Even though the Galilean non-invariance of current LB models was very well known right from the beginning [9, 10] , curing this drawback resisted for a long time. Insufficient Galilean invariance of the very basic LB at a constant temperature is a precursor of many difficulties, in particular, in applications of LB to high Reynolds number hydrodynamics [11, 12] , multi-phase flows [13] and compressible flows [14, 15] . It is quite well understood that the current "standard" LB models are too much constrained by the "small" number of the discrete velocities, and lattices with "more" velocities are required in order to overcome these limitations. However, early attempts to introduce lattices with more velocities were unsuccessful because of a severe numerical instabilities of the resulting LB schemes [16, 17, 18] .
Important progress was recently achieved in [1, 2] , where the construction of the higher-order LB was formulated as the construction of the entropy [19] . In particular, [1, 2] explained why some of the most obvious suggestions for higher-order lattices are bound to failure due to the fact that no entropy can be constructed for them. The entropy construction of Refs. [1, 2] has led to admissible lattices in three dimensions which enable LB models with better properties but derivation of such lattices (the procedure termed pruning in Ref. [2] ) remained a rather tedious search among large families of lattices. Apparently, some kind of simplicity was still missing at that stage, and a fully analytic approach to pruning is a challenging task. On the other hand, symmetry with respect to a group of rotations was invoked recently for a classification of isotropy of higher-order LB models (in two dimensions) [20] . However, the information about the isotropy of the higher-order lattices alone is insufficient if we want to address stability (or instability) and the form of the equilibrium on each specific lattice.
In this paper, we develop a theory of higher-order LB based on a symmetry of a product. We remind that such a symmetry is deeply rooted in the classical kinetic theory since its beginning, the seminal Maxwell's derivation of the equilibrium of the three-dimensional. Isotropy (independence of the equilibrium on the direction) in Maxwell's famous derivation comes from the fact that the product of one-dimensional Maxwell distributions depends only on the isotropic quantity, the kinetic energy of the particles: exp(−v Our consideration of the lattice Boltzmann method is based on the products of one-dimensional functions. The present theory of LB method is algebraic (rather than group-theoretic [20, 21] or function-theoretic [1, 2] ) and non-perturbative (it is not based on polynomial expansions of the Maxwellian [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] ). The latter is important for preserving the symmetry of the product, as we will see it below. The resulting theory is remarkably constructive and simple, and consists of three major steps: The construction begins in one dimension where we identify admissible lattices (sec. II). At this step, we reveal the reference temperature (of the Maxwell distribution represented by the given one-dimensional lattice). This information is then immediately transferred (sec. III) into three dimensions with the help of a special unidirectional quasi-equilibrium on a "large" lattice formed by all possible direct products of one-dimensional velocities (Maxwell lattice) (for general issues related to quasi-equilibria see [22] ). The result of sec. III (see Eq. (4) below) extends the product form onto the entire quasi-equilibrium populations. The advantage of the unidirectional quasi-equilibrium on product-lattices is twofold: It has a simple structure of the corresponding moment representation (see Eq. (5) below), and constructing the equilibrium is a mere substitution of the one-dimensional data for one-dimensional nonconserved moments. We distinguish between two routes to obtain the equilibrium for lattice Boltzmann models: The equilibration (minimization of the entropy function under constraints of local conservation) and the Maxwellization (promotion of Maxwell's equilibrium values for the non-conserved moments). The Maxwell lattice is an "ideal" lattice in three dimensions, it replicates all the information gained in one dimension. "Ideal" also means that the information about three dimensions is represented without correlations in the product-form (4) . Based on the results of sec. III, in sec. IV the analytical method of pruning is developed. The main ingredient in this approach to pruning is the two-dimensional key-table which furnishes the one-into-one relation between groups of velocities and moments, and which is relatively easy to analyze even for large velocity sets. The pruning algorithm is explained with the examples of the familiar D3Q27 lattice and the higher-order D3Q125 lattice. In particular, the Maxwellization based on the pruning of the unidirectional quasi-equilibrium moment system, derives equilibrium distributions by solving linear algebraic systems. Finally, the results are discussed in sec. V. are linearly independent. For example, for V = {0, ±1} (D1Q3), the closure relation is v 3 i = v (i) (cube of any velocity from the D1Q3 set is the velocity itself), for V = {0, ±1 ± 3} (D1Q5) it is v
, and so on. The existence of the closure relation implies that the moment M (Q) = ϕ (i) v Q (i) cannot be assigned at one's will, and that only the linear in u term of this moment at equilibrium can be made consistent with the corresponding Maxwell's value M M (Q) . This leads to the matching condition which decides about the reference temperature T 0 . For example, for D1Q3 the third-order moment
= u for any population set, equilibrium or not. On the other hand, the Maxwell's expression, M M (3) = 3T 0 u + u 3 , contains also the cubic term u 3 which cannot be made consistent with the previous expression. Only the linear term can be matched, 3T 0 u = u, if the reference temperature is set to
, thus, the matching condition for linear terms becomes 15T 2 0 − 30T 0 + 9 = 0. The latter equation reveals two values of the reference temperature, T 0 = 1 ± 2/5. This example also explains why the shortest D1Q5 lattice is {0, ±1, ±3} and not {0, ±1, ±2}: For the latter, the closure relation is v
, and T 0 is found as a solution of 15T 2 0 − 15T 0 + 4 = 0 which has no real-valued roots, and hence does not define any reference temperature. This procedure is immediately applicable to any lattice (Appendix A). In Table I , we collected Maxwell lattices with Q = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, together with the corresponding closure relations and the reference temperatures.
Once the reference temperature is revealed, we immediately derive the equilibrium values of the populations at u = 0 and unit density (weights) W (i) .
For this, we introduce the complete set of moments (at unit density):
.
Denote M = {M (1) , . . . , M (Q−1) } the totality of the moments, excluding M (0) = 1, and Ω the set of their values at which the solution to the latter Q × Q linear system is positive. This solution ϕ (i) (M) is always easily found from the above Q × Q linear system, and we denote
For example, for D1Q3, functions ϕ (i) (u, Π) are found as the solution to a 3 × 3 linear system,
For the D1Q5, we need two more moments of order three and four,
, and thus
and so forth. In order to reveal the weights, we substitute the equilibrium values of the corresponding moments at u = 0 into the above formulas for ϕ (i) , at T 0 already available, to derive
,
Maxwellization is easier than equilibration since functions N M are known from the one-dimensional Maxwellian f M v . In a contrast to the continuous velocity case where f
Maxwellization is not the same as the equilibration on the lattice. In order to illustrate this point, we present a comparison of the lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (LBGK) simulation of a one-dimensional shock propagation with two different equilibria. In Ref. [1] , it was shown that the LBGK model on the Maxwell D1Q5 lattice V = {0, ±1, ±3}, with the equilibrium constructed by the equilibration procedure (that is, via the entropy minimization) is superior in terms of numerical stability to the LBGK model on the inadmissible lattice V = {0, ±1, ±2} of Ref. [18] . In Fig. 1 , we present the result of the same simulation for the LBGK model with the equilibrium obtained by Maxwellization. Both simulations, with f E [1] and f M (present) agree well with each other, and show the same stability properties.
Thus, the one-dimensional decoding is complete, we have derived reference temperatures and weights for an arbitrary one-dimensional velocity set just from the lattice itself. In the next step we are going to transmit the one-dimensional information into three dimensions. We close this section with a few comments: [1] on the same lattice (symbol). Initial condition for the simulation was a density step, ρ = 3.0 for x < L/2 (L being the length of domain), ρ = 1.0 for x > L/2 (same as in [1, 18] ). The snapshot of the density profile corresponds to kinematic viscosity ν = 0.138 (the LBGK model of Ref. [18] on the inadmissible lattice V = {0, ±1, ±2} is unstable at this viscosity and is not shown).
• The reference temperatures for the Maxwell lattices collected in Table I , and the corresponding weights, coincide with those found in Refs. [1, 2] using the entropy construction [19] . The entropy construction derives the weights and the reference temperatures by comparing higher powers of velocity of M E to Maxwell moments. However, the present derivation via closure relation and matching condition is more direct and simpler. While the coincidence of the results obtained by two methods is quite remarkable, and suggests that the two approaches may be equivalent, the full proof of this statement is not available at the time of this writing, and is left for a further study.
• It should be stressed that the three-velocity case (the basis of the "standard" LB models) is an exception: any set V = {0, ±r} is Maxwellian (the corresponding closure relation, v
, results -through the matching condition -in only a trivial re-scaling of the reference temperature, T 0 = r 2 /3). With Q > 3, by far not every lattice is Maxwellian (see the above example of V = {0, ±1, ±2} and Appendix B). The above concept of Maxwellization applies exclusively to the Maxwell lattices. Additional comments on Maxwell lattices and matching condition will be given in sec. V.
• The two values for the reference temperature for Q = 5, 9 (Table I) correspond to a Gaussian-like shape of the weights (W |i| ≤ W |j| if |i| > |j|) for smaller T 0 , and to a non-Gaussian shape for larger T 0 (cf. Ref. [2] ). Below, we consider T 0 corresponding to the Gaussian-like case in all the examples.
III. MAXWELL LATTICES IN THREE DIMENSIONS AND UNIDIRECTIONAL QUASI-EQUILIBRIUM Unidirectional Quasi-Equilibrium
In three dimensions, we first construct the product-lattice (or Maxwell lattice), induced by the one-dimensional Maxwell velocity set V , that is, (i) The velocities are direct products of one-dimensional velocities,
(ii) Corresponding weights are algebraic products of the one-dimensional weights,
The entropy on the product-lattices is defined as
Moreover, the density is defined in the usual way, ρ = f (i,j,k) , and we introduce a set of special unidirectional moments M α defined as
Note that M α(1) = u α are the components of the three-dimensional velocity, while the rest of the unidirectional moments are the diagonal components of the corresponding tensors. For instance, M α(2) are the diagonal components of the pressure tensor (at unit density), M α(3) -of the third-order moment tensor etc.
Using (2), we define a special unidirectional quasi-equilibrium state (UniQuE) as the minimizer of the entropy function under the constraints imposed by fixed density and fixed unidirectional moments (2) . That is, UniQuE populations f * (ρ, M x , M y , M z ) are defined as the solution to the variational problem,
The central result of this section is given by the following Theorem:
Solution to the conditional minimization problem (3) is explicitly given by the formula
where the positive one-dimensional populations ϕ (q) (M α ) are defined by solving the one-dimensional moment system. To prove this (see Appendix C), it is sufficient to notice that the solution to the minimization problem in terms of the Lagrange multipliers reduces to three decoupled one-dimensional problems of the form,
and similarly for y, z. Solution of each of these problems is given by the unidirectional functions ϕ(M α ) discussed in sec. II.
UniQuE (4) is a family of populations defined by 3Q − 2 parameters in the Q 3 -dimensional space, and is a fully factorized population: In order to construct (4), we plug M α instead of M in the one-dimensional functions ϕ (i) (M), and multiply results for various i and α.
The above theorem about UniQuE applies to any Maxwell lattice. We note in passing that special versions of UniQuE for the two-dimensional D2Q9 lattice was constructed in [15] and [23] , and for the D3Q27 -in [24] from the direct minimization of entropy. UniQuE (4) is the most crucial element in passing the information to three dimensions. Note that, in general, it is impossible to find closed-form expressions for a quasi-equilibrium which minimizes the entropy under arbitrary constraints. UniQuE is the exceptional case because the solution is induced by the one-dimensional solutions which are explicitly known. This is possible only with the special choice of the constraints (unidirectional moments), and only on Maxwell lattices. This has a few immediate implications, two of which will be mentioned now.
Moment representation
The product-lattice generated by Q one-dimensional velocity vectors is characterized by Q 3 linearly independent moments,
On the other hand, UniQuE is fully described by only 3Q − 2 moments (density and unidirectional moments M l00 = M x(l) etc). Thus, the rest of the moments become functions of density and unidirectional moments when evaluated on the UniQuE (4). Evaluation is straightforward thanks to the product-form of the latter:
Thus, the moment representation of UniQuE (5) is a simple algebraic rule: One considers all possible products of functions M α(p) with different spatial index α, times the density ρ, where the number of functions in each such product does not exceed three. Example of the UniQuE moment system (5) for D3Q27 Maxwell lattice is given below in Table  III . Finally, since the moment and the population representations are equivalent to each other, we can now read (5) "from the right to the left" and say that it defines UniQuE upon inverting the Q 3 × Q 3 linear system (5) with the specified right hand side. This remark will be important later when we will consider sub-lattices of the product-lattice.
Equilibration
The term "quasi-equilibrium" in the notion of UniQuE means that it is "less equilibrated" than the equilibrium. The equilibrium (at the fixed reference temperature) minimizes entropy under fixed density and velocity u α = M α (1) . Let us distinguish between the velocity u α and the higher-order moments by writing M α = {u α , N α }. The above theorem about UniQuE implies that the following two routes to equilibrium are equivalent:
• The direct equilibration through minimization of H under fixed ρ and u α , and
• The two-step equilibration, of which the first step is the "quasi-equilibration" by minimizing H under fixed ρ and M α (resulting in UniQuE), followed by the second equilibration step during which the UniQuE entropy
is minimized with respect to N α under fixed ρ and u α , α = x, y, z.
It is obvious from the product-form of UniQuE (4) that the second minimization reduces to the one-dimensional equilibration of sec. II, and thus
This again requires only the input from the one-dimensional lattice (functions N E α ). In other words, the UniQuE becomes equilibrium when the equilibrium values of the unidirectional moments are substituted into (4) . A few comments are in order: The lattice Boltzmann equilibria on the product-lattices are constructed in such a way that the higher-order tensorial moments of a certain order render isotropic (to a certain order in the powers of the velocity components u α ) [2] . On the contrary, the special quasi-equilibria considered above are anisotropic (their construction is based explicitly on a fixed Cartesian system of coordinates which is manifest in our choice of the parameters, the unidirectional moments). Yet, the evaluation of these anisotropic moments (which are typically the diagonal components of the corresponding higher-order tensors) at the equilibrium renders the same degree of isotropy for the entire moment tensors at the equilibrium. Or, in other words, the control (bringing to the equilibrium) over just the diagonal components of moment tensors is sufficient to control the entire tensors (including various off-diagonal components which are not explicitly targeted in the construction of the quasi-equilibrium). This fully corresponds to Maxwell's argument on how the equilibrium in the three-dimensional gas become isotropic based on the independence of the three directions.
Maxwellization
Same as in sec. II, there is a different route to define the equilibrium on the product lattice by simply plugging in Maxwell's values N M (T 0 , u) into UniQuE (4) to get a three-dimensional Maxwellization,
Note that (7) is not the same as (6) . Moreover, (7) differs also from the standard polynomial equilibrium on the product-lattices (for example, for the D3Q27, (7) is a polynomial of the order six, while it is a second-order polynomial in the standard LB model). As an illustration, we collected all the populations mentioned so far (UniQuE, equilibration and Maxwellization) for the D3Q27 in Appendix D.
Discussion
Thus, the transmission of the one-dimensional information to three dimensions is now completed for the Maxwell lattice. Arguably, this is a transmission "without errors", all the information about the Maxwell's relations collected for the one-dimensional distribution is manifest in the three dimensions once the product-lattice is used. For example, the Maxwellization on the Maxwell lattices (7) recovers Q 3 moments of the three-dimensional Maxwellian:
Moment relations (8) set the maximal possible accuracy achievable on the Maxwell lattice (for example, the moment system as recovered by the kinetic equation
is the closest approximate to a truncated moment equations system of the Boltzmann equation with the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision operator). Note that, in general, product-form of equilibria such as (7) or (6) should be preferred in LB computations [25] . Whereas LB equilibria found by other methods (in particular, those using a polynomial expansion of the Maxwellian and quadrature approximations [3, 4, 5, 7] ) can be recovered upon a further expansion and neglect of higher-order terms in (7) or (6), this discussion remains out of scope of the present paper since the method used here unambiguously results in the product-forms (7) and (6) .
The drawback, however, is that the number of the velocities needed for this "error-free" transmission grows as Q 3 which becomes a large number. Therefore, we need to consider an "incomplete" transmission by sacrificing some of the moments and reducing the number of velocities accordingly (pruning). Above, we have remarked that UniQuE of the product-lattice can be computed from the full Q 3 × Q 3 linear moment relations (5). However, if we consider a part of the moment system (5) including moments of primary importance to the hydrodynamics only, this computation can be accomplished with a lesser number of the populations, or, equivalently, with a lesser number of the lattice velocities. In view of a large number of different moments, how to do this in a systematic fashion? The answer to this question is central to the present theory, and will be given in the next section.
IV. PRUNING AND SUB-MAXWELL LATTICES
A. Backbone moments and sub-Maxwell lattices from Key-Table
Looking back at (5), we notice that only even-order moments give a non-vanishing contribution to this system at the equilibrium at velocity equal to zero. Indeed, the odd-order moments such as u α , Q E αβγ or Q M αβγ , etc. all vanish at u α = 0. What remains are the even-order moments which we call the backbone moments. These are various even-order unidirectional moments and various products constructed with their help, up to the triple product of the highest-order even unidirectional moments. For example, for the D3Q125 lattice (the Maxwell lattice generated by the one-dimensional velocity set V = {0, ±1, ±3}) there are ten different types of the backbone moments arranged in the increasing order from zero to twelve (see Table II ). On the other hand, the product lattice can be represented as a collection of shells, each shell contains all the velocities with the same magnitude and symmetry with respect to reflections at the origin and permutation of components. It is important to realize that
The number of different types of the backbone moments equals the number of shells.
This observation makes it possible to find a one-into-one relation between the backbone moments and the velocity shells which has a form of a two-dimensional key-table (KT). Let us explain its construction with the example of the D3Q27 product-lattice (see Eq. (9)).
The backbone moments are then of the four types:
At the zero-velocity equilibrium f eq (where eq is either E or M), these are four different values,
On the other hand, the D3Q27 lattice is composed of four shells:
The shells V s enumerate the rows in the KT (9) . Now, we compute contribution of each shell to each backbone moment, introducing the (yet) unknown weights W s for the velocities of each shell. This corresponds to the 4 × 4 entries of KT (9) . Next, summing up the entries in each of the four columns, and equating the result to the equilibrium value of the corresponding moment, we get a 4 × 4 linear system for the weights, W 0 + 6W 1 + 12W 2 + 8W 3 = 1,
This system is what remains from (5) of the D3Q27 at zero-velocity equilibrium. Substituting T 0 = 1/3, we get W 0 = 8/27, W 1 = 2/27, W 2 = 1/54, W 3 = 1/216, the result which we already knew from the product-form.
Now, the pruning method with the help of KT (9) consists of erasing one or several rows and of the same number of columns. Erasing rows is the pruning of the lattice by shell wise discarding of the velocities, whereas erasing rows is sacrificing some of the backbone moments, that is, reducing the accuracy of the UniQuE moment system (5). Lattices constructed in this way from a Maxwell lattice will be termed sub-Maxwell lattices. Certainly, in order this procedure to be useful for a further construction of LB models, we should favor lower-order moments as they contain most of the information about the hydrodynamics. In the present illustrative example of the D3Q27 product-lattice, this means that we should keep the first and the second columns (corresponding to the density and to the diagonal components of the pressure tensor) since these are required for recovering the Navier-Stokes equations at low Mach numbers, while the higher-order moments (last two columns) can be sacrificed in the pruning procedure.
It is easy to see how the "standard" LB lattices come out as the result of this process. Erasing the last row (s = 3) and the last column (Π x Π y Π z ) in KT (9), summing up the remaining columns, equating the results to the values of the corresponding backbone moments at zero velocity equilibrium at the reference temperature T 0 = 1/3, and solving the resulting 3 × 3 linear system, gives the weights W 0 = 1/3, W 1 = 1/18 and W 2 = 1/36 which describe the "standard" D3Q19 lattice. Erasing the third row (s = 2) and again the last column gives W 0 = 2/9, W 1 = 1/9 and W 3 = 1/72, which is another standard D3Q15 lattice. Finally, a less standard D3Q13 lattice [26] corresponds to erasing the second and the last rows (s = 1 and s = 3), and two columns, next to the last and the last (Π α Π β and Π x Π y Π z ), resulting in W 0 = 1/2, W 2 = 1/24. Note that the present examples illustrates a complete pruning: the three lattices just mentioned are the only pertinent to recovering the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations as the result of pruning of the D2Q27.
Key-tables similar to (9) are obtained in a straightforward manner for product-lattices with any Q, and are relatively easy to analyze (for example, for the D3Q125 lattice, the number of types of the backbone moments is an order of magnitude less than the total number of moments, cf. Table II) . Following this procedure, we easily identify, for example, the recently introduced D3Q41 lattice [2] : The six types of the backbone moments retained are: 1, Π α , Π α Π β , R α , Π α R β and Π x Π y Π z . The retained six shells include the four shells V 0 , . . . , V 3 of the D3Q27 mentioned above together with V 4 = {(±3, 0, 0), (0, ±3, 0), (0, 0, ±3)} and V 5 = {(±3, ±3, ±3)}. The two latter shells contain 14 velocities which, added to the 27 make up the D3Q41 lattice. Computing the contribution of these six shells to the six backbone moments, and solving the resulting 6 × 6 linear system, we immediately obtain the corresponding weights,
T 0 (3T 0 − 1)(9 − T 0 ),
which are positive at T 0 = 1 − 2/5 (see Table I ), and coincide with those reported in [2] . The pruning of the Maxwell lattice using its KT derives the important information, the weights W s corresponding to the retained shells (for the pruned lattices, the weights are not products of any one-dimensional weights any longer, as it was for the product-lattice). This immediately triggers the option of equilibration by minimizing the corresponding entropy [2] . The equilibration is performed under fixed density and velocity, which are now defined on the sub-Maxwell lattice. Finally, we remark that KT establishes the most "fine-grained" (one-into-one) correspondence between (groups of ) velocities and moments (it is not possible to establish a "finer" correspondence between the moments and the velocities than that provided by KT since many velocities contribute to each particular moment). The relation between velocity shells and backbone moments, as presented by KT, is therefore the optimal setting for pruning, in general.
B. Projection pruning
The advantage of the above entropy pruning (EP) is that, once the weights are found from KT, we do not need to care about the higher-order moments since their equilibrium values will be decided by the corresponding equilibrium f E . The disadvantage is that we (still) need to solve a nonlinear minimization problem to find f E . Therefore, a different way of pruning can be offered which avoids the entropy minimization and is much easier to execute.
This route is, in fact, a continuation of the KT to include a part of the moment system (5), addressing also the moments which were washed out at the zero-velocity equilibrium. Let us again explain it with the example of D3Q27 (see Table III ). First, we group all the moments (5) according to their (usual) order from 0 to 6 (the highest-order moment corresponds to the triple product Π x Π y Π z ), writing the backbone moments first (first row of Table III) . For each lattice found from the above analysis of KT, we fill out the corresponding row by retaining (a part of) the moments (5), moving from the left to the right (from the lower to higher order moments). For example, for the D3Q19 lattice (second row in Table III) , we first include all the moments in the columns 0, 1 and 2 as they define the basic fields (density and velocity), and the pressure tensor. In the column 3, we can include all the third-order moments except for u x u y u z because M 111 degenerates on the shells retained in the D3Q19: Since any velocity vector of D3Q19 contains at least one zero component, we have v (i) v (j) v (k) = 0 (i = j = k) for any vector. This degeneracy precludes the moment M * 111 = u x u y u z to be retained by the moment system of D3Q19, and we proceed to the next column, where we can retain only the three backbone moments. In the case of D3Q15, the situation is opposite at the column 3: while the moment M 111 is non-degenerate, and thus the value M * 111 can be now retained, the three pairs of moments, M 120 and M 102 , M 210 and M 012 , and M 021 and M 201 become degenerated, and only the three linearly independent combinations can be retained. For that, we choose symmetric combinations, as shown in Table  III . Finally, the three backbone moments are degenerated by D3Q15, M 220 = M 202 = M 022 , and we are able to retain their symmetric combination. Similar considerations apply also for the last (D3Q13) lattice reported in Table III . Now, the number of retained moments in each row of Table III equals to the number of the populations of the corresponding lattice. Consequently, these moment relations, with the right hand side given by Table III , can be readily inverted to derive an analog of the UniQuE,
where now (i, j, k) spans not the whole range of indices but only those corresponding to the retained shells. Consequently, ϕ (i,j,k) do not have the form of a product of the unidirectional functions (4) (although it resembles the latter, as illustrated by the D3Q19, see Eq. (D7) in Appendix D). Function f * (11) represents the UniQuE moment system (5) in the best possible way allowed by the reduced number of velocities, thereby providing a projection of the D3Q27 lattice onto the corresponding pruned lattice. For that reason, we term the present method as projection pruning (PP), in order to distinguish it from the entropy pruning.
Since PP derives f * (11) from the moment system of the Maxwell lattice (5), the notion of the equilibrium for it is also a derivative of the corresponding results for the UniQuE (4): It is either equilibration, induced by the equilibrium
or Maxwellization, induced by the Maxwell values of the same one-dimensional moments
In Appendix D, we give example of f * (11) and f M (13) for the D3Q19 sub-Maxwell lattice (Eqs. (D7) and (D8), respectively). All these considerations are readily applicable to the projection pruning of any product-lattice.
Finally, we note that, as the result of the present complete pruning, we arrive at the set of admissible lattices and corresponding quasi-equilibria and equilibria. The question of which LB model can be supported by a particular sub-Maxwell lattice remains beyond the scope of this analysis. However, this is easily done upon studying the set of moments retained after the pruning. Note that, in general, the familiar single relaxation time lattice BGK model may be not sufficient, and more general kinetic models need to be addressed, such as the quasi-equilibrium models [23, 27, 28, 29] which make use of the quasi-equilibrium along with the equilibrium, or the multiple relaxation times (MRT) models (see, e. g., a paper by I. Ginzburg [30] and references therein). As an illustration, a two-step quasiequilibrium model for incompressible flow is derived for the D3Q13 lattice in Appendix E, utilizing the above UniQuE quasi-equilibrium (11).
V. DISCUSSION
Maxwell's derivation of the equilibrium distribution function in a gas predated Boltzmann's fundamental H-theorem and the specification of the equilibrium as the minimum of H. Maxwell's argument was based on the independence of the equilibrium on the direction, resulting from the multiplication of the unidirectional equilibrium functions. Both approaches, Maxwell's and Boltzmann's, result in the same Gaussian equilibrium.
In this paper, we followed closely the Maxwell's path, exploiting the symmetry of the product for the purpose of constructing LB models. The main result of the present theory is the constructive approach to better, Galilean invariant higher-order LB models. Here we summarize the construction of LB developed above, and make further comments on these findings.
• Construction of any three-dimensional LB takes it origin in one dimension. For a given lattice, we consider the closure relation and derive the reference temperature via the matching condition. The reference temperature does not change in any further step of the construction. It is the characteristics of the one-dimensional lattice, and of all the lattices induced by the one-dimensional lattice in three dimensions (Maxwell and sub-Maxwell lattices).
• Let us give another interpretation of the matching condition. The Maxwell moments arise from the Gaussian distribution (1) . That means, they obey a recurrence relation which expresses the higher-order moments in terms of the two lower moments (the mean and the variance). This recurrence relation is well known and is not reproduced here. Important is that the moments of the Gaussian prolong: Once the first and the second moments are known, the rest of the moments are computed from the recurrence relation. Now, with a finite number of velocities Q (odd), we can reproduce first Q moments of the Gaussian (including normalization). However, this does not say anything yet whether or not the moment sequence will be prolonged. Because of the closure relation, such a prolongation is restricted to M (Q) and M (Q+1) , the former is odd and was used in the matching condition, the latter is even and leads to the same matching condition. Thus, the matching condition verifies a restricted Gaussian prolongation, it checks the moments which are not independent of the first Q moments (by the closure relation). But higher-order moments of the Gaussian are also dependent on the lower-order moments (through recurrence relation). So, the matching condition seeks consistence between the two different relations, the one is the closure relation (pertinent to the discreteness of the velocities), and the other pertinent to the Gaussian. This verification of the restricted prolongation is thus the verification of the restricted Gaussian feature for the given velocity set, and it reduces to the verification of the reference temperature, as it was done in sec. II. In other words, important is not the reproducing of the Q moments of the Gaussian with Q populations (this can be done by any velocity set) but rather the prolongation property, which is the matching condition.
• Transition to three dimensions begins with the construction of the Maxwell lattice, for which one defines UniQuE, the special quasi-equilibrium in the form of a product of unidirectional functions. UniQuE has remarkably simple moment relations (products of unidirectional moments), and reduces the analysis of the moment systems from Q 3 to 3Q − 2 dimensions. Construction of the equilibrium on the Maxwell lattice requires only the unidirectional information.
• All other lattices are obtained as a pruning of the product lattice. The method of key-table reduces the problem of constructing the entropy function of the pruned lattice to analyzing a two-dimensional table and verifying consistency and solving linear problems. For large Q, this can be achieved with standard tools of linear programming (verification of consistency of linear systems). However, even the intuitive search for good sub-Maxwell lattices is possible with the key-table thanks to its relative simplicity.
• Finally, the projection pruning is introduced as an extension of the key-table, which enables to derive UniQuE and Maxwellization for pruned lattices. This requires only solving linear systems. Maxwellization on the pruned lattices is a promising approach to higher-order lattices due to a relative simplicity of construction.
• Derivation of any lattice in any dimension begins with finding the reference temperature and the equilibrium at zero velocity (weights). After that, there are two options to continue, equilibration or Maxwellization.
The strong point about equilibration is that it is based on the entropy minimization, and stability theorems (Boltzmann's H-theorems) can be proved in that case for various LB realizations. However, in order to obtain the equilibrium on that route, one needs to solve a nonlinear minimization problem which, in most cases, can be only done within an approximation. On the other hand, in the Maxwellization approach, the corresponding equilibrium is constructed much easier, even for sub-Maxwell lattices it requires only solving linear systems.
• We note that specific cases of UniQuE were used recently in order to construct quasi-equilibrium LB models with enhanced stability [23, 31] , and to enhance Galilean invariance of LB models on standard lattices [12] .
• Finally, we point out that UniQuE represents an exact and systematic alternative to other closure procedures reported in literature, not necessarily in the LB context. For example, a moment-inversion algorithm was developed recently based on Cholesky decomposition of the velocity covariance matrix and repeated application of one-dimensional quadrature for dilute gas-particle flows [32] . Even though it is well recognized that the moment-inversion problem admits exact solution in one dimension (e.g. by product-difference algorithm), defining the linear system used to solve for the weights and the abscissas in multi-dimensional case is still an open question. In particular, it is recognized [32] that the most suitable algorithms (Cholesky decomposition, method of eigenvectors etc) appears as problem dependent. In this context, UniQuE offers a simple and general framework to develop closure models starting from the analytical one-dimensional solution. Fixed abscissas used by Maxwell lattices do not represent a limit, since the closure relations in terms of the considered moments can be derived explicitly and implemented in functional form in the generalized hydrodynamic equations. Outcomes of this procedure are expected for granular flows, polydisperse liquid sprays undergoing droplet coalescence and evaporation and, more generally, aerosol dynamics [32] . These problems will be addressed in our future work.
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APPENDIX B: MAXWELL LATTICES AND ROOTS OF HERMITE POLYNOMIALS
In Ref. [1] , it was argued that one-dimensional Maxwell lattices have ratios of the velocities that approximate the ratios of the roots of Hermite polynomials. We recover this argument here from the closure relation and the matching condition, considering the example of D1Q5. Without loss of generality, the one-dimensional velocities are set as V = {0, ±1, ±r}, where r > 1. The closure relation then reads: v 2 − 20t = 0. From the latter we find t * = (7 + 2 √ 10)/3, and taking the root of it, we find r * = ( √ 5 + √ 2)/ √ 3. This is nothing but the ratio between the two non-trivial roots of the 5-th order Hermite polynomial (these roots are {0, ± 5 − √ 10, ± 5 + √ 10}). Thus, we have recovered the argument of Ref. [1] by a different consideration.
Substituting (C6) into the constraints (C1) and (C2), the latter becomes i∈V 
Now, each of the problems (C14), (C15) and (C16) is equivalent to the one-dimensional problem solved in sec. II and which defines the one-dimensional functions ϕ (i) (M), and thus the solution of each of these problems separately is given by the unidirectional quasi-equilibrium, viz. 
With (C17) and (C13), we find a solution in the form (4). The proof is completed by reminding that the minimum of a convex function under a set of linear constraints is unique.
is achieved upon substitution of (D5): 
